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MIXOLOGY

“What whiskey  
will not cure,  

there is no  
cure for.”   

— Irish proverb

March brings with it the promise of spring skiing, and as the lion transitions 
into the lamb, a tantalizing glimpse of the warmer months ahead. But for 
those who are drawn to the irresistible hook of a reel, a clever turn-of-

phrase or long evenings of craic by the fire, there’s a lot more to look forward to 
during this time of year.  

For those with legitimate Irish lineage, (and those who would happily claim it —  
at least for a month) March provides an opportunity to celebrate all things harps 
and shamrocks, brogues and leprechauns — because without a sip of Irish whiskey, 
the season would be a lot less colorful. 

Irish whiskey provides a way for ex-pats and enthusiastic would-be Celts alike a 
way to taste a bit of the Emerald Isle. It’s a spirit with a long history, and one that 
possesses  a few details that set it apart from its close cousins, Scotch, bourbon and 
rye, to name a few. Its place in Irish culture, famed for its writers, artists and musi-
cians is unquestioned. It can be smooth, slightly less sweet, complex and aromatic.

So, with a dram at the ready, here are seven things to know about Irish whiskey as 
you raise a glass to St. Patrick, Ronnie Drew or Arthur McBride.

Slàinte!

By Bill Burke 

7 Things to Know About Irish Whiskey
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There’s more than an ‘e’ that makes 
Irish whiskey just a little different
In Canada or Scotland, you order whisky. In 
the U.S. and Ireland, you’ll ask for whiskey. 
But there’s a bit more to differentiating 
between the styles than an extra vowel. Like 
its cousins, the spirit has a set of standard-
ized requirements. The Irish Whiskey Act of 
1980 defines the requirements with detailed 
definitions codified by the Food Industry 
Development Division of the Department of 
Agriculture. To be called Irish whiskey, it must:
•  Be made from a mash of malted barley, 

plus other cereal grains (optional).
•  Be mashed, fermented, distilled to no more 

than 94.8 percent ABV.
•  Be matured in wooden casks, such as oak, 

not exceeding 700 liters for a minimum of 
three years in the Republic of Ireland and/
or Northern Ireland.

•  Not contain additives other than water  
and caramel coloring.

•  Retain the characteristics of its raw  
materials.

•  Be bottled at no less than 40 percent  
alcohol by volume.

A taste of the ould sod
Because Irish whiskey is made from kiln-dried 
barley, which produces tastes that reflect the 
grain itself, Irish whiskey often imparts a light-
er, toasted honey flavor. The triple distillation 
— common in Irish whiskey — also imparts 
a smoother character with a slightly higher 
alcohol content, at times. Compared to its 
Scottish counterpart, the Irish spirit normally 
lacks the smoky flavors that sometimes define 
Scotch. Smoke in whisky can be the result 
of drying malted barley over a fire fueled by 
peat or other aromatic substances. It’s no 
longer a common practice with Irish whiskey, 
but peated examples, like Connemara Peated 
Single Malt Irish Whiskey, still exist.

By any other name…
Whiskey is thought to be an Anglicized ver-
sion of the term “uisce beatha,” which means 
“the water of life.”  The term, according to lore, 
was given to distilled alcohol by Irish monks 
of the early Middle Ages.

Another older term — kept alive in  
part thanks to the lyrics of the Irish tune  
“Finnegan’s Wake” — is “a drop of the cray-
thur,” meaning, “a sip of whiskey.” 

Occasionally, there are those who will refer 
to it as “the rare ould mountain dew,” though 
the phrase is also used to describe poitin — 
an Irish spirit made from potatoes.

The Irish Whiskey category  
is expanding
There was a time, not long ago, when Irish 
whiskey was a blip on the international spirits 
consciousness. After a period of increased 
growth and popularity, however, Irish whis-
key once again stands firmly in the spotlight. 
Exports of Irish whiskey are up 300 percent 
over the last decade, according to the Irish 
food board, Bord Bia. It now accounts for 42 
percent of total beverage exports, and in 
2018, the value of those exports increased 
by $51 million to $712 million. Thanks to the 
uptick in interest, increased exports and even 
more sipping, a number of whiskey produc-
ers have recently expanded operations and 
others are opening new distilleries through-
out Ireland. 

The world of whiskey is diverse
With the number of whiskey producers on the 
rise in Ireland, there are a number of diverse 
expressions. Here are a few that feature differ-
ent takes on this well-loved spirit.

Jameson Irish Whiskey
Made by blending rich pot still whiskey made 
from both malted and unmalted barley, with 
grain whiskey — both distilled three times, 
giving it a remarkably smooth flavor. It’s aged 
in bourbon and fortified wine casks, passing 
along some of the toasted wood, vanilla and 
sweet sherry flavors along the way.

Bushmills Irish Whiskey
Triple distilled (as is often the custom) and 
aged in bourbon barrels, Bushmills is made 
from a recipe unchanged since 1888. Com-
bining pure single malt whiskey and a lighter 
grain whiskey, it is rich, smooth and warming.

The Pogues Irish Whiskey
Named for the great Irish folk/punk band led 
by the iconic Shane MacGowan, The Pogues 
Irish Whiskey is made from a blend of grain 
and single malt Irish whiskey. It has an aroma 
of malt and cracked nuts with a sweet taste 
and a smooth, intense flavor. The finish is 
long-lasting and rounded with a delicate 
balance. 

Redbreast 12 Year Old
This signature bottling benefits from a strong 
contribution from distillates which have 
matured in Oloroso sherry casks, giving it its 
trademark Christmas cake character. It offers 
a balance of spicy, creamy, fruity, sherry and 
toasted notes.

Available in VT, code: 66245

Attention Vermont Residents 
On April 1st,  check out our Rare Spirits 
Sweepstakes at 802spirits.com. 
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MIXOLOGY: GET  TO KNOW IRISH WHISKEY

Tullamore DEW
Triple distilled and aged in a combination of 
ex-bourbon and sherry casks, Tullamore DEW 
is known for its smooth and gentle complexity. 
A floral and biscuit flavor reflects the grain 
whiskey, while the soft spicy notes hint at the 
pot still whiskey in the blend. It features citrus 
flavors that are complemented by the malt, 
and finishes with marzipan and vanilla flavors.

Connemara Peated Single Malt Whiskey
A single-peated malt whiskey, Connemara is  
a blend of aged whiskies: 4 year, 6 year and  
8 year. Double distilled in copper pot stills, it’s 
matured in bourbon oak casks. The barley used 
to make the whiskey is dried over peat fires, 
giving it a distinct, smoky flavor and aroma. 
Connemara combines the traditional smooth-
ness and sweetness associated with Irish 
whiskey with the complexity of peat flavors. 
The nose is smoky and balanced, and the taste 
is smooth with a honeyed, sweet start. Enjoy 
it neat or with a little water to draw out even 
more aromas and flavors.

O N  T H E  CO V E R 
Irish Coffee
courtesy cocktails.about.com

4  ounces strong, rich hot coffee
1  ounce Irish whiskey
2  teaspoons brown sugar
1  ounce lightly whipped double cream

Pour the sugar then coffee into a warm Irish 
coffee glass, mug or other heat-proof stemmed 
glass. Stir until dissolved, and then add the 
Irish whiskey and stir again. Float the cream 
on top by pouring it over the back of a spoon. 
Do not stir again — instead, drink the coffee 
through the cream.

Add to the recipe this lyrical verse  
attributed to the drink’s originator:
Cream – rich as an Irish brogue
Coffee – strong as a friendly hand
Sugar – sweet as the tongue of a rogue
Whiskey – smooth as the wit of the land

The Emerald
courtesy seriouseats.com

2  ounces Irish whiskey 
1  ounce sweet vermouth
2  dashes orange bitters
 Cracked ice

Pour all ingredients into  
a mixing glass and fill with  
cracked ice. Stir well for 30 seconds and strain 
into a chilled cocktail glass. Garnish with a 
piece of orange or lemon peel.
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Let’s See Some ID
Many Irish whiskeys carry an age state-
ment, which must represent the youngest 
whiskey in the blend. If a blend contains 
15-year-old whiskey and 12-year-old  
whiskey, the age statement would 
reflect the younger, 12-year-old whiskey. 
Age-statement Irish whiskeys are often 
lower in price than Scotch whiskies of 
comparable age.

Kilbeggan Irish Whiskey
A double-distilled blended whiskey,  
Kilbeggan manages to be both complex  
and approachable at the same time. It’s 
the ideal introduction for those exploring 
the world of Irish whiskey, since it’s double 
distillation gives it a robust profile with more 
character than triple-distilled blends. Aged in 
200-year-old granite warehouses in County 
Westmeath, it offers sweet caramel, vanilla 
and wood aromas, with a soft almond nougat, 
peach caramel and vanilla flavors. 

An introduction to Ireland’s gift
There are several ways to enjoy Irish whiskey, 
but according to experts, it's best to drink it 
whatever way you like it. Try it:

•   With ginger ale

•   With a bit of club soda

•  With a bit of water

•  On the rocks

•  Straight

Starting with ginger ale will introduce 
anyone new to the spirit in an approachable 
way. Adding a bit of water releases additional 
aromas and flavors, as will adding a little ice 
— which will melt and accomplish the same 
result while also cutting down on the heat. 
Eventually, sipping it neat will reveal all of the 
intense character and flavor created during its 
unique distillation process.

Of course, Irish whiskey can be used in 
any number of cocktails. Perhaps one of the 
most celebrated drink recipes to include Irish 
whiskey is the tried-and-true Irish Coffee. This 
cocktail was said to have been invented by 
Irish chef Joe Sheridan at a wind-whipped 
airport near Limerick in the 1940s. A group of 
stranded passengers needed a little comfort, 
so the mix of Irish whiskey and coffee seemed 
a natural.  


